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Summary

Over the past few decades, global demand for renewable energy has been rising

steadily. To meet this demand, there has been an exponential growth in size of wind

turbines (WTs) to capture more energy from wind. Consequent increase in weight

and flexibility of WT components has led to increased structural loading, affecting

reliability of these wind energy conversion systems. Spatio-temporal variation of

rotor effective wind field acts as a disturbance to a WT system, hence, necessitating

controllers that can cancel this disturbance. Additionally, assumptions made in

extracting linear models for controller design lead to modeling errors resulting from

changing operating conditions. Previous attempts have proposed robust controllers

incorporating wind disturbance models. However, these controllers have been evalu-

ated on smaller WTs, which experience lower structural loading than larger ones.

Additionally, a majority these controllers are based on collective pitch control (CPC),

hence do not address loading in the blades. To address these challenges, this contri-

bution proposes an independent pitch-based robust disturbance accommodating

controller (IPC-RDAC) for reducing structural loads and regulating generator speed in

utility-scale WTs. The proposed controller is designed using μ-synthesis approach

and is evaluated on the 5 MW National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) refer-

ence WT. Its performance is evaluated against a gain-scheduled proportional integral

(GSPI)-based reference open-source controller (ROSCO) and a CPC-based RDAC

(CPC-RDAC) controller, developed previously by the authors. Simulation results for

various wind conditions show that the proposed controller offers improved perfor-

mance in blade and tower load mitigation, as well a generator speed regulation.

K E YWORD S

disturbance accommodating control, independent pitch control, load mitigation, robust
control, wind turbine

1 | INTRODUCTION

Wind energy has been identified to play a key role in the energy transition to net-zero climate targets,1 which is due to its higher capacity factor

compared to other renewable sources.2 The need to capture more energy from wind has led to a progressive increase in the size of wind turbines
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(WTs) over the past few decades.3 This has resulted in larger, heavier, and highly flexible rotors and towers. Coupled with stochastic wind inflow

conditions, this has exacerbated fatigue loading of these structural components, consequently impacting reliability and increasing operation and

maintenance (O&M) costs of WTs.

Several advanced control strategies have been proposed in recent years to reduce structural loads and optimize power production in WTs.

However, due to hardware limitations, most industry controllers still rely on classical approaches such as proportional integral (PI) control.4 In

above-rated wind speed operation, collective pitch control (CPC), in which blades are pitched collectively, is used to regulate speed/power and

reduce symmetrical loads in the tower and platform pitch motion in floating offshore WTs (FOWTs). For load reduction, individual control loops

have been added to the classical CPC generator speed controller. However, coupling between different WT dynamics such as blade flap-wise

(F-W)and tower fore-aft (F-A) modes with the drive-train can result in performance deterioration.5 To damp periodic loads in rotor blades caused

by unsymmetrical wind fields and gravitational force, independent pitch control (IPC) is required.6

Stochastic nature of wind is considered as a disturbance to a WT system. Consequently, there is need to reduce its effect on the performance

of the turbine. Disturbance accommodating control (DAC) based on IPC has been proposed in earlier studies7,8 for regulating rotor speed and

reducing 1P asymmetrical blade F-W load in above-rated operation. In Menezes et al,9 a CPC-based DAC controller is employed to actively damp

tower F-A vibrations and regulate rotor speed in the 5 MW National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) reference turbine. Unlike conventional

DAC which relies on assumed waveform structured disturbances, a DAC controller is designed in Cheon et al10 considering random process theo-

ries simulating stochastic wind conditions, for regulating rotor speed and alleviating fatigue load in above-rated operation. The proposed control-

ler shows improved performance compared with CPC and IPC controllers. Although DAC controllers have been shown to improve performance in

wind energy conversion systems by rejecting wind disturbance effects, they are not robust to model uncertainties and nonlinearities. For this,

robust control methods need to be employed.

In recent years, robust control methods have received increasing interest in WT applications due to their inherent robustness to model uncer-

tainties and system nonlinearities. Independent controllers synthesized using H∞ optimization are applied to realize multi-objective control prob-

lems in earlier studies.5,11,12 In Geyler and Caselitz,5 two H∞ controllers are designed and applied to an analytical model of a WT in above-rated

zone. One CPC-based controller regulates generator speed and utilizes tower F-A acceleration displacement measurement to reduces first axial

tower bending moments, while the other IPC-based controller reduces 1P blade oscillations. In earlier studies,11,12 a set of two H∞ multi-input

single-output (MISO) controllers are proposed for above-rated operation of a 5 MW WT. A H∞ controller is designed for generator speed control

and load reduction in the tower, while a H∞ generator torque controller reduces drive-train torsional load. Notable improvements are realized

when compared with a baseline PI controller having a tower F-A damper and drive-train torque damper. A two degree of freedom (DOF) H∞ con-

troller is proposed in Poureh and Nobakhti,13 for drive-train torsional damping on a 2 MW WT in full load region operation. Considerable robust

performance (RP) is achieved when compared with a gain-scheduled PI (GSPI) and DAC controllers. Nevertheless, H∞ control synthesis procedure

is conservative given that plant uncertainties are not modeled. To obtain a robust controller for a plant having parametric and/or dynamic uncer-

tainties, μ-synthesis approach which extends H∞ optimization can be employed.14 Robust controllers based on μ-synthesis using DK-iteration pro-

cedure have been proposed in previous studies.6,15–17 In Mirzaei et al,15 parametric uncertainties in the drive-train are considered in designing a

robust controller for better regulation of generated power and rotor speed. However, its impact on the turbine's component loads is not studied.

A robust μ-synthesis approach based on IPC is proposed in earlier research,6,16 for reducing periodic blade F-W loads. In both cases, a CPC con-

troller is designed as a separate loop for generator speed regulation. However, overall closed-loop optimality and stability are not investigated.

Additionally, while this approach is promising, the effect of wind disturbances is not considered, and its impact on load channels which are highly

coupled to the blades, like the tower F-A, is not investigated.

Nonlinear robust control methods such as sliding mode control (SMC) applied to WTs have been studied in earlier studies.18–20 Given that

SMC controllers suffer from chattering effect in the control input due to high-frequency switching, adaptive methods have been used to mitigate

this phenomena. In Zhang et al,18 a CPC-based adaptive robust controller based on high-order sliding mode (HOSM) is proposed for regulating

rotor speed and reducing platform pitch motion of FOWTs. Although chattering effects are reduced, its effectiveness in structural load mitigation

is not investigated. In Azizi et al,19 adaptive output feedback SMC is employed with satisfactory results, to regulate the rotor speed and power on

a 5 MW reference WT in the presence of uncertainties and actuator faults. A comparative study in Nayeh et al20 focusing on SMC and H∞ control

designed via μ-synthesis concludes that SMC approach shows better tracking and transient performance albeit with slight chattering effect. In

general, SMC has being employed in WTs mostly for regulation and tracking problems. However, its effectiveness in handling multi-objective con-

trol problems involving load mitigation has not been extensively studied.

In previous research,21–23 a CPC-based robust DAC (RDAC) controller is implemented for generator speed regulation and tower load mitiga-

tion. Contrary to the DAC controllers proposed in earlier studies,7–9 the disturbance observer, state feedback, and disturbance rejection gain

matrices are synthesized simultaneously, hence ensuring overall system optimality and robustness. Additionally, compared with the aforemen-

tioned robust controllers, integration of a step disturbance model in control synthesis improves the rejection of persistent wind disturbance

effects on the controlled outputs. The CPC-RDAC controller is designed using nonsmooth H∞ synthesis approach. In Kipchirchir et al,23 the devel-

oped mixed-sensitivity controller showed improved performance compared with the state-of-art reference open-source controller (ROSCO).4

However, because CPC control is implemented, mitigation of periodic blade loads is not considered. Although simulation results show improved
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disturbance rejection, uncertainties are assumed and not approximated; hence, the resulting controller might not be adequately robust. Therefore,

there is need for an IPC-based robust controller that can reject wind disturbances with improved robustness to model uncertainties having an

approximate description, to solve the multi-objective problem of speed regulation and load mitigation in commercial WTs. CPC can only reduce

structural loading of components in the fixed reference frame, like the tower and drive-train. However, IPC control relies on multiblade coordinate

(MBC) transformation24 to transform blade dynamics in the rotating frame to the fixed frame; hence, both symmetric and asymmetric blade loads

can be reduced.

This contribution proposes a novel IPC-based RDAC (IPC-RDAC) control scheme for structural load mitigation and generator speed regulation

of commercial WTs in above-rated operation. It takes advantage of IPC to actively damp fatigue loading in both rotor blades and tower by com-

pensating for asymmetrical wind inflow conditions. Unlike previous robust control attempts applied for mitigation of loads in WT rotor blades or

towers, the proposed IPC approach alleviates fatigue loading in both the tower and blade structures. For controller design, the WT dynamics are

modeled in OpenFAST using the 5 MW NREL reference WT.25 The description of model uncertainties is derived from a family of plants, and

μ-synthesis approach is used to design the proposed controller to be robust to these uncertainties and nonlinearities resulting from wind distur-

bances. Evaluation of simulation results for a variety of wind fields shows that the proposed controller exhibits better performance in structural

load mitigation without trading off generator speed regulation compared with the baseline ROSCO controller4 and the CPC-based RDAC

(CPC-RDAC) controller.23 The average blade F-W moments are reduced by 18.3 % and 23 % compared with ROSCO and CPC-RDAC controllers,

respectively. The tower F-A moment is reduced by 9.8 % compared with ROSCO. The mean square error (MSE) in generator speed regulation is

reduced by 51.5 % compared with ROSCO. In the worst-case scenario with the WT operating in wind conditions outside the control design work-

ing point, the proposed approach exhibits robustness in structural load reduction for all load channels while maintaining optimal generator speed

regulation.

This contribution is organized as follows. In Section 2, the 5 MW NREL WT model and the baseline ROSCO and CPC-RDAC controllers, used

to evaluate the performance of the proposed control strategy, are described. In Section 3, the IPC-RDAC controller design and implementation

are outlined. In Section 4, results obtained from closed-loop dynamic simulation of the NREL 5 MW reference WT using various wind profiles are

discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 | WT MODEL AND BASELINE CONTROLLER DESCRIPTION

2.1 | WT model

In the recent past, reference wind turbines (RWTs) have been used as a test-bed to study newly developed control technologies for improving

performance of WTs.26 In this contribution, the land-based 5 MW NREL RWT,25 which is domicile in the high fidelity open-source fatigue, aero-

dynamics, structures, and turbulence (OpenFAST) software,27 is chosen for designing and evaluating the closed-loop coupled dynamic response

of the proposed control scheme. In Table 1, a summary of the three-bladed, upwind RWT is given. The 5 MW RWT model has 16 degrees of free-

dom (DoFs) describing the blades, tower, drive-train, generator, and nacelle motions. However, only six DoFs are enabled to capture the most

important dynamics, corresponding to the desired closed-loop performance with respect to structural load mitigation and generator speed

TABLE 1 The 5 MW NREL reference wind turbine specifications.

Parameter Value Unit

Rated power 5 MW

Hub height 90 m

Cut-in, rated, cut-out wind speed 3, 11.4, 25 m s�1

Cut-in, rated rotor speed 6.9, 12.1 rpm

Gearbox ratio 90 -

Rotor, hub radius 63,1.5 m

Blade pitch range 0-90 �

Pitch rate 8 � s�1

Optimum pitch angle (βopt) 0 �

Optimal tip-speed-ratio (λopt) 7.55 -

Maximum power coefficient (Cpmax
) 0.482 -

Abbreviation: NREL, National Renewable Energy Laboratory.
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regulation. The enabled DoFs include first tower F-A bending mode, first blade F-W bending modes, drive-train rotational flexibility, and generator

motion.

The nonlinear WT dynamics modeled in OpenFAST can be described using the generalized equation of motion expressed as

Mðq,u,tÞ€qþ fðq, _q,u,ud ,tÞ¼0, ð1Þ

where M denotes the mass matrix, f a nonlinear forcing function of the enabled DoFs q and their first derivatives _q, as well as the control input u,

wind disturbance input ud, and time t.

The nonlinear model 1 is linearized in OpenFAST about a steady-state operating point in the above-rated wind speed region defined by a

18 m/s steady wind speed, 12.1 rpm rated rotor speed, and associated blade pitch angle of 14.6�. For the purpose of designing an independent

pitch controller to mitigate periodic aerodynamic loading due to vertical wind shear, 36 equispaced azimuth positions are selected in the lineariza-

tion process. The obtained 36 linear models, which capture this periodicity, are expressed in state-space form as

_xm ¼AmðψÞxmþBmðψÞumþBdm ðψÞd
ym ¼CmðψÞxm,

ð2Þ

where Am �ℝ11x11,Bm �ℝ11x3,Bdm �ℝ11x1, and Cm �ℝ4x11 denote the azimuth (ψ ) -dependent system control input, disturbance, and output matri-

ces, respectively, all of which are in the mixed coordinate frame. The perturbed independent pitch angles ½Δβ1Δβ2Δβ3 �T are denoted by

um �ℝ3x1, and d�ℝ1x1 denotes the perturbed hub-height wind speed Δv. The measurements ym �ℝ4x1 include generator speed ωg and blade-root

F-W bending moments ζ1, ζ2, and ζ3. The dynamic states xm include the enabled DoF displacements (besides generator displacement) and their

respective velocities.

In OpenFAST, the dynamics of the rotor blades are expressed in the rotating coordinate frame. To model the coupled dynamics of the tower-

nacelle sub-system expressed in the fixed frame and the spinning rotor, MBC transformation24 is used to transform individual blade dynamics to

the non-rotating frame. This transformation yields a model describing WT coupled dynamics in the fixed frame, effectively facilitating IPC control-

ler design. After performing MBC transformation, the obtained azimuth-dependent reduced order models are averaged to obtain a weakly peri-

odic linear model expressed as

_x¼AxþBuþBdd

y¼Cx,
ð3Þ

where A,B,Bd, and C denote the system, input, disturbance, and output matrices, respectively. The measurements y include generator speed ωg

and the MBC transformed average, tilt, and, yaw blade-root F-W bending moments ζavg , ζtilt, and ζyaw , respectively. The linear time invariant

model 3 is used to design the proposed IPC-RDAC controller.

The MBC transformation of the blade F-W moments from the rotating to the fixed frame is expressed as

ζavg
ζtilt
ζyaw

2
64

3
75¼ TðψÞ

ζ1
ζ2
ζ3

2
64

3
75, ð4Þ

with

TðψÞ¼2
3

1
2

1
2

1
2

cos
ðψÞcos ψþ2

3
π

� �
cos ψþ4

3
π

� �
sinðψÞsin ψþ2

3
π

� �
sin ψþ4

3
π

� �" #
ð5Þ

is the transformation matrix. Here, ζavg is the symmetric moment which is the average bending moments at the blade-roots caused by the out-of

rotor plane flapping of the rotor blades in unison, while ζtilt and ζyaw are asymmetric moments induced by tilt and yaw motions, respectively.

2.2 | Baseline controllers

To evaluate the performance enhancement of the proposed control strategy, two CPC-based baseline controllers are used. The first is a recently

developed modularized ROSCO controller4 designed as a GSPI controller. The second one is a CPC-RDAC controller developed for the 5 MW

NREL RWT.23
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2.2.1 | Reference open-source controller

To keep up with the evolution of RWTs, over the past few decades the wind industry has experienced a growing need for baseline reference con-

trollers. The ROSCO controller4 was developed by NREL to be adaptable across different platforms of RWTs including the 5 MW NREL RWT.

Only relevant control features are described for brevity. More details can be found in Abbas et al.4 In Figure 1, a block diagram implementation of

ROSCO controller logic is shown. A tip speed ratio (TSR) tracking generator torque control τg , which is suited to modern highly flexible rotors, is

implemented in below-rated WT operation for maximum power extraction. On the other hand, to improve speed regulation performance, a GSPI

collective blade pitch β controller is implemented in above-rated operation with the assumption of constant τg . Therefore, in steady-state opera-

tion, TSR is only a function of v; hence, an optimal pitch angle βoptðvÞ dependent on prevailing wind speed can be defined. Gain-scheduling is then

realized using values of βoptðvÞ obtained from a power coefficient Cp curve of the 5 MW NREL RWT. The ROSCO controller has additional control

features which reflect current trends in industry controller design. These include a pitch saturation, wind speed estimator, setpoint smoother, and

floating feedback. Using a minimum blade pitch angle βmin, the pitch saturation module limits rotor thrusts near rated wind speed and maximizes

power in the presence of rotor constraints in low wind speeds. A setpoint smoother avoids unwanted pitch and generator torque interactions

near-rated operation using a shifting term Δω. A wind speed estimator is used for realizing TSR-tracking generator torque control and pitch satu-

ration using a wind speed v. Tower-top pitch angle measurement ϕ is fed to the floating feedback module for platform stabilization in FOWTs

using an additional pitch angle βfloat. Although gain-scheduling greatly improves speed regulation performance in ROSCO, the controller does not

account for modeling errors and system nonlinearities related to wind disturbance; hence, its performance is expected to deteriorate in case of

changing operating conditions. Additionally, load mitigation is not implemented.

2.2.2 | CPC-based robust distance accommodating controller

A robust CPC controller is designed in Kipchirchir et al23 for speed regulation and tower load mitigation of the 5 MW NREL WT in above-rated

operation. The CPC-RDAC controller is robust against wind disturbance effects on the first tower F-A vibration mode.

The control system is formulated as a mixed-sensitivity H∞ problem, which is then solved using non-smooth H∞ synthesis.28,29 In Figure 2,

the CPC-RDAC controller applied to the 5 MW NREL RWT is shown. The incoming wind field d, which acts as a disturbance, excites the dynamics

of the WT in above-rated operation. The generator speed ωg and tower F-A bending moment ζ are the measured outputs fed to the observer-

based control system RDAC, whose output is the CPC angle u used to regulate the WT's generator speed to its rated value ωg,rated and reducing

tower F-A vibration.

The weighting functions W11,W12, and W2 are designed to achieve the requisite RP. To effect the required closed-loop generator speed

response and improve robustness against wind disturbance, W11 is designed as an inverted high-pass filter. To reduce first mode tower F-A oscil-

lation, W12 is designed as an inverted-notch filter centered at the vibration frequency. To specify desired control bandwidth and improve robust-

ness, W2 is designed as an inverted low-pass filter. A pitch actuator denoted as PA is modeled as a second-order low-pass filter to account for

slow dynamics of the pitch actuator relative to other turbine dynamics.

The generalized plant P, containing the fixed elements of the control architecture is interconnected using lower linear fractional transforma-

tion (LFT) with the observer-based system RDAC, which contains the tunable controller gain matrices. Through nonsmooth H∞ synthesis, a CPC-

RDAC controller that minimizes the maximum singular value of the closed-loop system from the disturbance d to the controlled outputs ½z1z2z2�T

LPF

ωg

Pitch 
saturation

Setpoint 
smoother

Floating 
feedback

Wind speed 
estimator

Collective blade 
pitch controler

Generator 
torque controller

Wind 
turbine

+

LPFLPF

LPF

Floating filter

+
ᵦ

ᵦmin

ᵦfloat

ω ω, ,g  ᵦ Δmin ᵦ

Δω
ω ,v,τ , ωg g Δ τg

ᵦ,ω ,τg g

ϕ

v

F IGURE 1 Block diagram of the general controller logic in reference open-source controller (ROSCO) (modified from Abbas et al.4).
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is obtained. It is shown through closed-loop dynamic simulations that the obtained CPC-RDAC controller improves generator speed regulation

while reducing tower F-A vibration compared with ROSCO controller. However, in stochastic wind conditions, increased pitching activity leads to

steady-state generator speed variations. Implementation of CPC control also means that load mitigation is only realized in the tower. Additionally,

given that uncertainties are assumed and not modeled, the approach yields a controller with conservative robustness. Therefore, in this contribu-

tion, an IPC-RDAC controller is proposed. It incorporates uncertainty modeling using a family of linear models. In addition to the DAC control

approach implemented in CPC-RDAC, regulating the generator speed and reducing persistent wind disturbances on the tower, the proposed con-

troller uses blade load measurements in combination with MBC transformation to reduce periodic blade loads caused by vertical wind shear and

gravitational loads. The blade dynamics are transformed from the rotating to the fixed frame. Using weighting functions, closed-loop frequency

response of the symmetric and asymmetric blade F-W moments in the fixed frame is shaped at 3P frequency, hence reducing 2P, 3P, and 4P fre-

quencies. The first tower F-A vibration mode is additionally reduced by designing notches at this frequency reflected on the assymetric blade

moments.

3 | IPC-BASED ROBUST DAC

3.1 | DAC

Power quality and structural loading of WT components are strongly influenced by the turbulent conditions of the rotor effective wind speed var-

iations. Therefore, there is a need to cancel or in the minimum reduce these wind disturbances without affected observability and full-state feed-

back. Assuming that the disturbance structure is known, model 2 can be augmented with an step wind disturbance model,30 to design a DAC

controller. Uniform variation in rotor effective wind speed is considered as an additive disturbance whose model is expressed as

d ¼ θxd
_xd ¼ Fxd,

ð6Þ

where xd denotes the wind disturbance state and the disturbance state-space model is θ and F. A step disturbance with θ = 1 and F = 0, closely

approximates sudden uniform fluctuations in rotor effective wind speed,31,32 and from a principal point of view appears in combination with high

gains as a suitable practical solution,33 for accommodating persistent wind disturbances.

Model 2 is augmented with the wind disturbance model 6 to obtain an extended linear model expressed as

_x

_xd

� �
|ffl{zffl}

_xa

¼ A Bdθ

0 F

� �
|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}

Aa

x

xd

� �
|ffl{zffl}

xa

þ B

0

� �
|{z}
Ba

u

y ¼ C 0½ �|ffl{zffl}
Ca

x

xd

" #
:

ð7Þ

To implement full-state feedback control, an extended observer used for estimating system and disturbance states is designed based on full

observability of model 7. The observer is expressed as

Wind 
turbinePA

RDAC

u

z1

W12

W2

-

d

z2

z3

P

W11

ωg

ζ

ωg,rated

F IGURE 2 Robust disturbance accommodating controller (RDAC) applied to the 5 MW NREL reference wind turbine.
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_̂xa ¼ðAaþBau�LCaÞx̂aþLy

ŷ ¼Cax̂a,
ð8Þ

where x̂a and ŷ are the estimated states and measurements, respectively. Assuming (Aa,Ca) as observable, the observer gain matrix L can be

designed using linear quadratic regulator (LQR) or pole placement methods. Appropriate design of L reduces estimation error e¼ xa� x̂a to zero.

The estimated states x̂ and x̂d are used to implement full-state feedback control as

u¼ uxþud ¼�ðKxx̂þKdx̂dÞ, ð9Þ

where ux realizes generator speed regulation and load mitigation objectives using the full-state feedback gain Kx, while ud is used for disturbance

rejection using the DAC gain Kd.

To regulate generator speed ωg with no steady-state tracking error, the observer-based DAC model 8 is extended with an integral state

xi ¼
Ð
ωgdt. This yields the partial integral action _xi ¼Ciy, where Ci defines the location of generator speed in the output measurements. Although

Kronecker product method can eliminate this tracking error, in this work, Kd is designed simultaneously together with the other gains in a single

H∞ optimization loop. Therefore, the extended observer-based DAC model becomes

_̂xa

_xi

� �
|ffl{zffl}

_xb

¼ Aa�BaKa�LCa �BaKi

0 0

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Ab

x̂a

xi

� �
|ffl{zffl}

xb

þ L

Ci

� �
|ffl{zffl}

Bb

y,

u ¼� Kx Kd Ki½ �|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Cb

x̂

x̂d

xi

2
664

3
775,

ð10Þ

with Ki denoting the integral gain. Classical approaches including LQR and pole placement can be used for designing L,Kx, and Ki , while Kd can be

designed separately using known methods such as Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse(†) and Kronecker product.7,8,22 Separate design of the different

gain matrices affects the state and disturbance estimation quality as full system optimality, and robustness is not considered or guaranteed. Addi-

tionally, model-system mismatch introduces uncertainties which affects closed-loop robustness. In this contribution, a robust H∞ control method

is used for designing these gains simultaneously, achieving the desired robustness and performance.

3.2 | Open-loop response of the WT model

The linear model 3 from MBC transformation is obtained from a specific operating point. However, it is expected that model uncertainties exist

during operation due to variations in WT dynamics outside the design operating point of 18 m/s hub-height wind speed. Therefore, this uncertain

behavior needs to modeled. This is illustrated in Figure 3 where the range of open-loop frequency response behavior is captured using a sample

of linear models obtained from a selection of operating points defined by 14, 16, 20, and 22 m/s wind speeds. In this contribution, only these

frequency-dependent unstructured uncertainties resulting from unmodeled dynamics related to changes in turbine operating points are consid-

ered. Parametric uncertainties, usually present at low frequencies because of plant perturbations,5 are not considered.

The average (CPC) pitch command βavg strongly influences generator speed ωg and the average blade F-W moment ζavg as seen in larger mag-

nitudes of the related frequencies. It also has a strong influence on the first tower F-A frequency as reflected by the response peaks of ζtilt and

ζyaw blade moments at 2.07 rad/s. The βtilt and βyaw pitch commands, which are responsible for mitigating asymmetrical loading of blades, have a

larger influence on ζtilt and ζyaw moments, respectively. Given the differences between the frequency responses of the nominal model and the

uncertain models especially in high frequencies above the rated rotor speed ωr ¼1:267 rad/s, relying only on the nominal model obtained at

18 m/s would lead to high model-system mismatch. In this contribution, wind disturbances are assumed to generate additive uncertainty because

the frequency responses of the family of uncertain plants produce modest variability as compared with the nominal model. Therefore, these fre-

quency responses are modeled using unstructured additive uncertainty and combined with the nominal WT plant G (3), hence obtaining an uncer-

tain plant ~G of the form

~G¼GþWΔa, ð11Þ

where Δa denotes the uncertain dynamics with unit peak gain and W denotes a 4�4 diagonal shaping filter. The orders of each of the diagonal

elements are designed to adjust the amount of uncertainty at each frequency. This ensures that the gaps between the nominal and uncertain

models are closely tracked, hence improving uncertainty estimation. In this work, the orders of each diagonal entry of W are designed to shape

KIPCHIRCHIR and SÖFFKER 7
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the uncertainty in the respective outputs y of the family of uncertain plants. The obtained uncertainty Δ¼WΔa, which has a 4�4 block diagonal

structure, is used for designing the proposed IPC-RDAC controller.

In this contribution the robust H∞ control approach based on μ-synthesis is used to design the IPC-RDAC controller for load mitigation and

speed regulation in the 5 MW NREL RWT.

3.3 | Mixed sensitivity H∞ control background

The standard H∞ controller is used to design an optimized controller R ∗ that minimizes the maximum singular value, that is, the H∞ norm :k k∞ of

a transfer function Gzd from exogenous disturbance d to controlled outputs z. It is expressed as

R ∗ ¼ argmin
R �R

kGzdðP,RÞk∞, ð12Þ

where R denotes a set of all controllers R that stabilize the nominal plant P. The standard robust controller can be solved using algebraic Riccati

equations (AREs) or linear matrix inequalities (LMIs).

The standard H∞ control approach cannot be applied for the design of the observer-based DAC control system 10 given that it has structural

constraints related to its control gains L,Ka, and Ki. To achieve the required trade-off between control effort and performance, weighting func-

tions are usually introduced to the nominal plant P, leading to a mixed-sensitivity H∞ control problem expressed as

R ∗ ¼ argmin
R �R

W1S

W2RS

W3T

�������
�������
∞

, ð13Þ

where S,RS, and T denote the sensitivity, control sensitivity, and complementary sensitivity functions, respectively. The weighting functions den-

oted by W1,W2, and W3 specify the target closed-loop frequency responses of the respective sensitivity functions.
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F IGURE 3 Comparison of open-loop frequency responses from pitch commands to measured outputs between nominal model and uncertain
models.
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The mixed-sensitivity H∞ control approach 13 serves as a cost function for optimizing parameters of the observer-based DAC controller 10.

The problem to find an optimal RDAC controller RDAC ∗ ðL,KÞ defining the optimal gains K¼ ½KxKdKi� and L¼ ½LCi�T is formulated as

RDAC ∗ ¼ argmin
RDAC �RDAC

kGzdðP,RDACÞk∞, ð14Þ

where RDAC denotes a set of controllers RDAC that stabilize the generalized plant P.

To guarantee the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system, the optimization problem 14 is subjected to Lyapunov stability constraint

given as kCbðsI�AðRDACÞÞ�1Bbk∞ < þ∞, where AðRDACÞ denotes the closed-loop system matrix Ab. Therefore, the optimization problem

becomes

RDAC ∗ ¼ argmin
RDAC �RDAC

kGzdðP,RDACÞk∞
s:t: kCbðsI�AðRDACÞÞ�1Bbk∞ < þ∞:

ð15Þ

In this contribution, nonsmooth μ-synthesis approach34 is used for the design of an optimal IPC-RDAC controller.

3.4 | IPC-based robust DAC approach applied to the 5 MW NREL reference WT

3.4.1 | Proposed control structure

The proposed IPC-RDAC controller is applied and therefore used to control the 5 MW NREL RWT as shown in Figure 4. The model-system mis-

match due to variations in operating point is modeled as unstructured additive uncertainty Δ. Wind disturbance d excites the WT dynamics in

above-rated operation. The generalized plant P, which is made up of a combination of nominal WT plant, pitch actuator PA, and weighting func-

tions Wxy , is interconnected with the observer-based IPC-RDAC system 15 using lower LFT, and Δ using upper LFT. The controlled outputs z¼
½z1z2z3z4z5z6z7�T consist of the weighted generator speed, average, tilt, and yaw blade F-W bending moments, and weighted control signals. The

IPC-RDAC controller relies on the generator speed ωg and the MBC transformed blade F-W bending moments ζavg , ζtilt, and ζyaw to generate inde-

pendent pitch angles ½βavgβtiltβyaw �T . Inverse MBC transformation matrix TðψÞ�1 transforms these control signals back to the rotating coordinate

system to obtain IPC signals u. The optimal H∞ structured controller RDAC is designed using DK-iteration process based on μ-synthesis by mini-

mizing the structured singular value (SSV) μ.

Wind 
turbinePA

IPC-RDAC

u

z1

W12

W13

d
z2

z3

P
W11

- ωg,rated

W14

W21

W22

W23

z4

z5

z6

z7

ζtilt

ζavg

ζyaw

ᵦtilt

ᵦyaw

ᵦavg

ωg

T(ψ)

-1T(ψ)

Δ

F IGURE 4 Block configuration of independent pitch-based robust disturbance accommodating controller (IPC-RDAC) controller applied to
the 5 MW National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) reference wind turbine.
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To account for slow pitch actuator dynamics relative to other turbine dynamics, the WT model is supplemented with a pitch actuator for each

blade, which is modeled as a second-order transfer function from the commanded individual pitch angle βcom to the actual pitch angle β. It is

expressed as

β¼ ω2
PA

s2þ2ζωPAsþω2
PA

βcom, ð16Þ

where ωPA denotes the natural frequency taken to be four times the turbine's rated rotor speed ωr ¼1:267 rad/s and ζ is the damping ratio which

is 80% critical as recommended by NREL.35 The individual pitch angles are used for regulating generator speed to its rated value ωg,rated and for

damping the first tower F-A vibration mode and assymetric blade F-W vibrations, which include tilt and yaw F-W motions. This reduces the tower

F-A load and damps the asymmetrical blade F-W loading at 2P, 3P, and 4P frequencies. This is realized by designing suitable weighting functions.

3.4.2 | Weighting function selection

Periodic loading of WT structures is manifested as harmonics of the rotor frequency. The MBC transformation converts the 1P, 2P, 3P,… frequen-

cies in the rotating frame to 0P, 3P, 6P,… frequencies in the fixed frame as shown in Table 2. In this contribution, 2P, 3P, and 4P frequencies in

the rotating frame are counteracted by designing appropriate weighting functions for shaping the respective closed-loop transfer function from

the wind disturbance d to blade F-W bending moments ζavg , ζtilt, and ζyaw . Reduction at the stated frequencies is considered as these are close to

the natural frequencies of the blades and tower. Due to the blade pitch actuator bandwidth limitation, frequencies beyond 4P are usually not con-

sidered in turbine control design.

To design the weighting functions, knowledge of the natural frequencies of the blades and tower components at different modes of vibration

is crucial. The natural frequencies of the 5 MW NREL RWT are given in Table 3. Given that RP heavily relies on the weighting function selection,

the closed-loop characteristics are shaped using the desired weighting functions which are rational, stable, and minimum phase.36 Therefore, the

frequency-dependent weighting functions W11,W12,W13,W14,W21,W22, and W23 are designed and imposed on respective measurement signals

or system inputs to achieve the desired closed-loop frequency response. To effect the generator speed response and to ensure robustness against

wind disturbances,W11 is designed as an inverted low-pass filter with the frequency at whichW�1
11 crosses the open-loop response being adjusted

to 0.1396 rad/s, which corresponds to the turbine's maximum pitch rate (PR), hence avoids violation of the turbines PR constraint.5 To reduce

vibrations in the tower and rotor blades, W12,W13, and W14 are designed as inverted notch filters centered at the respective frequencies. To

reduce vibration at 3P frequency (3.8 rad/s) in both the fixed and rotating frames, the notch in filter W12 is centered at the 3P frequency. Filters

W13 and W14 have two notches centered at the first tower F-A frequency (2.07 rad/s) and at 3P frequency, which corresponds to the 2P, 3P, and

4P frequencies in the rotating frame. To reduce the controller activity in high frequencies thereby increasing robustness by limiting the control

bandwidth, filters W21,W22, and W23 are designed as inverted low-pass filters.

The weighting functions are integrated to the linear WT model as illustrated in Figure 4. Finally, this results in the three control inputs u¼
½βavgβtiltβyaw �T and the four performance outputs ωg , ζavg , ζtilt, and ζyaw . The weighting functionsW12,W13, and W14 are chosen as

W11 ¼
s
Ms
þωs

sþωsϵs
,W12 ¼ s2þ2α1ω3Psþω2

3P

s2þ2β1ω3Psþω2
3P

 !
� 1
522:6

, ð17Þ

W13 ¼ s2þ2α21ω3Psþω2
3P

s2þ2β21ω3Psþω2
3P

 !
� s2þ2α22ωtfasþω2

tfa

s2þ2β22ωtfasþω2
tfa

 !
� 1
115:8

, ð18Þ

TABLE 2 Correspondence of harmonics in rotating and fixed frames.

Rotating frame Fixed frame

1P 0P @ ζtilt and ζyaw

2P 3P @ ζtilt and ζyaw

3P 3P @ ζavg

4P 3P @ ζtilt and ζyaw

5P 6P @ ζtilt and ζyaw

6P 6P @ ζavg

7P 6P @ ζtilt and ζyaw

10 KIPCHIRCHIR and SÖFFKER
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W14 ¼ s2þ2α31ω3Psþω2
3P

s2þ2β31ω3Psþω2
3P

 !
� s2þ2α32ωtfasþω2

tfa

s2þ2β32ωtfasþω2
tfa

 !
� 1
31:6

, ð19Þ

and

W21 ¼W22 ¼W22 ¼
sþωu

ϵu
sþ ωu

Mu

, ð20Þ

where Ms,ωs,ϵs,α1, β1,α21, β21, α22, β22,α31, β31,α32, β32,Mu,ωu, and ϵu are tuning parameters of the respective inverted weighting filters and

0< β < α<1.

In Figure 5, a Bode diagram of the open-loop transfer functions from wind speed to respective outputs and the related inverse weighting

functions is shown. As illustrated, 1=W11, 1=W12, 1=W13, and 1=W14 shape the respective open-loop responses to achieve the desired closed-loop

frequency responses.

3.4.3 | IPC-RDAC control design based on μ-synthesis

The performance of the observer-based control system shown in Figure 5 is assessed using the H∞ norms of the weighted closed-loop transfer

function Gzd from the wind disturbance d to the controlled outputs z, which should satisfy the performance given as

kGzdk∞ ¼max
ω � R

σðGzdðjωÞÞ≤1, ð21Þ

where σ is the maximum singular value.

From Figure 4, the upper LFT FuðM,ΔÞ is made up of the transfer function M from the output to the input of the perturbation Δ, both of

which are stable. The lower LFT N¼ FlðP, IPC�RDACÞ interconnects the generalized plant P with the controller IPC�RDAC. Robust stability

(RS) implies that an IPC-RDAC controller obtainable if the system remains stable for all family of plants shown in Figure 2. RP is guaranteed if the

performance objective can be achieved for all possible plants in the uncertainty set, including the worst-case plant, and additionally, the RS condi-

tion is satisfied. While the M-Δ structure is used to analyze RS of the uncertain system, the N-Δ structure is used for RP analysis. Robust stability

and performance criteria are expressed as

RS, FuðM,ΔÞis stable for8Δ,kΔk∞ ≤1;and NS; ð22Þ

RP,kFlðN,ΔÞk∞ <1for8Δ,kΔk∞ ≤ 1;andNS; ð23Þ

where NS denotes nominal stability.

From small gain theorem,

RS( σðMÞ<18ω, ð24Þ

TABLE 3 Natural frequencies for the 5 MW NREL RWT.25

Vibration mode Frequency (rad/s)

First blade asymmetric flap-wise yaw 4.187

First blade asymmetric flap-wise tilt 4.194

First blade symmetric flap-wise average 4.394

First blade asymmetric edge-wise yaw 6.781

First blade asymmetric edge-wise tilt 6.847

First tower fore-aft 2.036

First tower side-side 1.960

First drive-train torsion 3.899

Abbreviations: NREL, National Renewable Energy Laboratory.
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which is a tight condition for any case of complex Δ satisfying σ ≤1. A more general tight condition is given as

RS, μðMÞ<18ω, ð25Þ

where the real nonnegative μðMÞ is the SSV which is expressed as

μðMÞ¼ 1
minfkmjdetðI�kmMΔÞ¼0

, ð26Þ

for structured Δ, σ ≤ 1. If no structured uncertainty Δ exists, then μðMÞ¼0. The factor km is used to scale the uncertainty Δ to make the matrix I�
kmMΔ singular; hence, the SSV is expressed as μðMÞ¼1=km.

36

In addition to the definition given in 23 which is given in terms of H∞, RP can further be defined as a special case of RS given as

RP, μΔ̂ðNÞ<18ω,Δ̂¼ Δ 0

0 Δp

� �
, ð27Þ

where Δp is a full complex perturbation representing the H∞ performance bound across the disturbance/controlled outputs channel and has a

block diagonal structure with dimension nd�nz.

From the foregoing discussion, μ is a powerful RP analysis tool. However, for synthesizing a controller to minimize a certain μ condition, a

scaled version of μ is needed.15 The μ-synthesis based on DK-iteration process is used in this work to synthesize an optimal IPC-RDAC controller

for the closed system, which minimizes the SSV μ while guaranteeing RP and RS. The process solves a sequence of scaled H∞ problems by utiliz-

ing frequency-dependent scaling matrices, D and G, which take advantage of the uncertainty structure. First, nonsmooth H∞ synthesis29 finds an

IPC-RDAC controller that minimizes the closed-loop gain of plant P. The process is summarized as
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F IGURE 5 Comparison of open-loop frequency response and weighting functions used in independent pitch-based robust disturbance
accommodating controller (IPC-RDAC) control design.
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min
RDAC

min
D � D

kDNðIPC�RDACÞD�1k∞
� �

: ð28Þ

In the D-step, the robust H∞ performance of the closed-loop system using the current IPC-RDAC controller is estimated. The upper bound μ

of the robust H∞ performance of IPC-RDAC is then computed using suitable DðjωÞ scaling which commutes with Δ. Rational functions DðsÞ of a
specified order are used to fit the DðjωÞ scaling, yielding the scaled H∞ norm μF . In the K step, a scaled controller IPC�RDAC ∗ that minimizes μF

to improve the RP obtained in the D-step is synthesized. The iterative process is repeated until no further improvement in μ is achievable by

IPC�RDAC ∗ within a specified tolerance. In this contribution, D scaling is used because the wind disturbance is assumed to produce complex

additive uncertainty.

4 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To validate the proposed control method, closed-loop dynamic simulations are performed in OpenFAST design code using the 5 MW NREL RWT.

While the controller is designed using a reduced order (linearized) model of the WT, a nonlinear model is used in the simulations. This allows for

the evaluation of control performance in the presence of modeling errors. The objectives of the proposed IPC-RDAC control scheme include regu-

lation of generator speed to its rated value of 1173.7 rpm and reduction of structural loading in the blades (F-W mode) and the tower (F-A mode).

To excite the dynamics of the WT in above-rated operation, stochastic wind fields are used. The performance of the proposed IPC-RDAC control-

ler is evaluated against both the baseline ROSCO and CPC-RDAC controllers using closed-loop simulation results. The obtained results are ana-

lyzed and discussed using selected performance metrics.

4.1 | Structural load mitigation performance

A WT experiences spatio-temporal variations in the wind field acting on its rotor. To simulate the nonstationary wind conditions, stochastic wind

profiles generated using TurbSim software37 are used in closed-loop dynamic simulations. In Figure 6A, the full-field wind profiles generated using

the international electro-technical commission (IEC) Kaimal spectral model are shown. Following the recommendation of the IEC 61400-1 stan-

dard for design load case (DLC) 1.2, which is related to fatigue load evaluation in WT structures, the 10 min long wind profiles are generated with

different combinations of mean wind speeds, turbulence intensities (TIs), and random seeds. This covers most of the turbine's above-rated

operation.

In Figure 6B, the closed-loop blade F-W load mitigation response of the WT is shown. As illustrated, the proposed IPC-RDAC controller

shows improved performance in reducing the blade F-W bending moments in all wind field scenarios compared with the baseline ROSCO and

CPC-RDAC controllers. This performance is attributed to reduction in 2P, 3P, and 4P blades loads using IPC control signals. In Table 4, load miti-

gation performance in the blade F-W and tower F-A load channels for all wind fields is given. The proposed IPC-RDAC controller reduces the

average standard deviation δ in blade F-W bending moment by 9.8% compared with ROSCO. However, CPC-RDAC shows the worst performance

with δ increasing by 6.1% compared with ROSCO. The performance in tower F-A load reduction is shown in Figure 6C. The proposed controller

realizes improved tower F-A load mitigation performance compared with ROSCO as δ reduces by 9.8 % as shown in 4. The CPC-RDAC

controller exhibits superior performance as δ reduces by 14.8 % compared with ROSCO. This is attributed to less control objectives compared

with IPC-RDAC, as it only trades off tower F-A load mitigation and generator speed regulation. However, at lower mean wind speed of 14 m/s

(treated as worst-case scenario), which is outside the 18 m/s control design working point and has a higher occurrence probability in real-world

turbine operation, IPC-RDAC achieves the best performance in both load channels, hence proving its robustness to model uncertainties. There-

fore, the proposed controller realizes optimal performance in mitigating both the blade F-W and tower F-A loads.

4.2 | Generator speed and power regulation performance

Given that the proposed controller is designed for structural load reduction and generator speed regulation, there is a need to ascertain that the

foregoing improvement in load mitigation does not lead to deteriorated generator speed and power regulation performance. Therefore, the

proposed IPC-RDAC controller is compared with the ROSCO and CPC-RDAC controllers as illustrated in Figure 7. Due to additional blade load

mitigation control objective, the IPC-RDAC controller has slightly higher pitch usage as shown in Figure 7A. Compared with both ROSCO and

CPC-RDAC, the proposed controller achieves improved generator speed regulation as illustrated in Figure 7B. In Table 5, the performance analysis

KIPCHIRCHIR and SÖFFKER 13
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in blade pitch usage and generator speed and power regulation for all wind fields is given. As shown, both CPC-RDAC and IPC-RDAC realize

reduction in the average δ in generator speed by 34.9% and 26.6%, respectively, compared with ROSCO. This performance is also reflected in the

MSE values. In comparison with ROSCO, the average generator speed MSE reduces by 62.5% and 51.5% for CPC-RDAC and proposed control-

lers, respectively. However, from Figure 7C, it is clear that ROSCO achieves superior power regulation performance, with the generator power δ

increasing by 59% and 31.8% for CPC-RDAC and IPC-RDAC, respectively, compared with ROSCO as shown in Table 5. A similar performance is

also reflected in generator power MSE. Therefore, although CPC-RDAC has superior speed regulation performance, this comes at a penalty as it

achieves the worst power regulation. However, the proposed controller achieves an optimal compromise between generator speed and power

regulation. The mean blade pitch travel is used to evaluate the controllers' blade pitch actuator usage for all wind fields as shown in Table 5. The

proposed controller shows a marginal increase in pitch actuator usage compared with both ROSCO and CPC-RDAC.

In Figure 8, the average normalized values of blade PR RMS and generator speed and power regulation MSE obtained from simulation results

for all wind fields are shown. To ascertain that blade pitch actuation does not violate the maximum PR of 8�/s for the 5 MWNREL RWT, the aver-

age PR root mean square (RMS) is evaluated and found to be 0.37�/s, 4.78�/s, and 7.78�/s for ROSCO, CPC-RDAC, and IPC-RDAC controllers,

respectively. Due to additional control objective of blade and tower load mitigation, the proposed IPC-RDAC controller shows to significant pitch

F IGURE 6 (A–C) Blade F-W and tower F-A load mitigation response.

TABLE 4 Blade F-W and tower F-A load mitigation performance analysis (Key: best, worst).

Load channel (kNm) Controller 18 m/s 16 m/s 14 m/s Avg. %

Blade F-W (δ) ROSCO 1805.8 1375.2 988.8 1389.9 -

CPC-RDAC 1972.8 1450.7 998.8 1474.1 6.1

IPC-RDAC 1494.3 1118.8 792.95 1135.35 �18.3

Tower F-A (δ) ROSCO 6632.5 4758.7 3013 4801.4 -

CPC-RDAC 5610.4 3948.9 2706.9 4088.7 �14.8

IPC-RDAC 6277.9 4019.7 2697.7 4331.8 �9.8

Abbreviations: CPC-RDAC, CPC-based robust disturbance accommodating controller; IPC-RDAC, independent pitch-based robust disturbance

accommodating controller.
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activity compared with ROSCO and CPC-RDAC as shown in Figure 8. However, the graphs of generator speed and power MSE show that the

proposed controller strikes a good balance between generator speed and power regulation. Therefore, the proposed controller meets all the con-

trol objectives without violating the turbine's PR constraint.

F IGURE 7 Generator speed and power regulation response.

TABLE 5 Blade pitch usage and generator speed and power regulation performance analysis (Key: best, worst).

Parameter Units Controller 18 m/s 16 m/s 14 m/s Avg. %

Generator speed (δ) rpm ROSCO 30.67 15.79 6.04 17.5 -

CPC-RDAC 17.54 11.07 5.56 11.39 �34.9

IPC-RDAC 20.24 12.27 6.05 12.85 �26.6

Generator speed (MSE) rpm ROSCO 943.84 250.37 36.49 410.24 -

CPC-RDAC 307.94 122.62 30.94 153.83 �62.5

IPC-RDAC 409.92 150.69 36.6 199.07 �51.5

Generator power (δ) kW ROSCO 190.24 104.22 40.12 111.52 -

CPC-RDAC 304.13 165.74 61.91 177.26 59

IPC-RDAC 234.45 146.15 60.35 146.98 31.8

Generator power (MSE) kW ROSCO 36236 10879 1609.8 16241.6 -

CPC-RDAC 92497 27473 3833.5 41267.83 154.1

IPC-RDAC 54966 21360 3642 26656.2 64.1

Pitch travel (Mean) � ROSCO 14.251 11.331 7.574 11.052 -

CPC-RDAC 14.291 11.347 7.578 11.072 0.18

IPC-RDAC 14.290 11.357 7.577 11.075 0.21

Abbreviations: CPC-RDAC, CPC-based robust disturbance accommodating controller; IPC-RDAC, independent pitch-based robust disturbance

accommodating controller; MSE, mean square error; ROSCO, reference open-source controller.
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4.3 | Load mitigation in other load channels

Due to coupling between the tower, blades, and drive-train dynamics in a WT, implementing a control scheme for load mitigation in one structural

component can result in increased loading in other WT components. For example, the use of IPC control potentially excites the blade edge-wise

(E-W)and tower side-side (S-S) bending modes. Therefore, in this contribution, additional load channels in the blades and tower are evaluated as

shown in Figure 9. As illustrated, the proposed controller does not excite loading in other load channels for all wind field scenarios. This is shown

F IGURE 8 Blade pitch activity and generator speed/power regulation error.

F IGURE 9 (A–C) Blade E-W and tower S-S loading response.
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in Table 6, as the proposed controller achieves the best performance. Compared with the ROSCO, the average reduction in δ for blade E-W and

tower S-S moments is 2.2% and 5.3%, respectively. On the other hand, CPC-RDAC shows a marginal increase in δ for both load channels. There-

fore, while the use of CPC-RDAC compromises on performance in other load channels, the IPC-RDAC controller provides an optimal trade-off

between load mitigation and generator speed regulation.

4.4 | Fatigue load analysis

The robustness of the proposed controller in fatigue load reduction is examined by conducting damage equivalent loads (DELs) analysis of the

respective blades and tower load channels using MLife software.38 Closed-loop simulation results obtained using the wind profiles shown in

Figure 6A are used in this analysis. The wind fields cover most of the WT's above-rated operations. In Figure 10, the normalized DELs with

respect to ROSCO for each load channel and in all wind conditions is shown. As illustrated, the blades F-W and E-W DELs are reduced in IPC-

RDAC controller compared with ROSCO and CPC-RDAC controllers for all wind fields, with an average reduction of 11.6% and 20.7% for blade

F-W DEL, and 1.9% and 2.7% for blade E-W DEL, respectively as shown in Table 7. Additionally, the IPC-RDAC controller shows improvement

for the tower F-A DEL compared with both ROSCO and CPC-RDAC, with an average reduction of 6.9%and 2.1%, respectively. However, the pro-

posed controller exhibits a slightly reduced performance in tower S-S DEL as it achieves an average increase of 4.9% and 2.8% compared with

ROSCO and CPC-RDAC controllers, respectively. This can be attributed to use of IPC control, which typically excites the tower S-S vibration

TABLE 6 Blade E-W and tower S-S load mitigation performance analysis (Key: best, worst).

Load channel (kNm) Controller 18 m/s 16 m/s 14 m/s Avg. %

Blade E-W moment (δ) ROSCO 2449.5 2489.1 2516.1 2484.9 -

CPC-RDAC 2453.7 2487.7 2516.7 2486 0.1

IPC-RDAC 2393.1 2431.3 2468.0 2430.8 �2.2

Tower S-S moment (δ) ROSCO 1779.7 1065.7 455 1100.13 -

CPC-RDAC 1815.7 1076.3 458.42 1116.81 1.5

IPC-RDAC 1680.6 1023.2 421.8 1041.9 �5.3

Abbreviations: CPC-RDAC, CPC-based robust disturbance accommodating controller; IPC-RDAC, independent pitch-based robust disturbance

accommodating controller; MSE, mean square error; ROSCO, reference open-source controller.

F IGURE 10 Damage equivalent loads analysis.
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mode. However, the performance of the proposed controller in mitigating structural loads in most load channels and aforementioned optimal per-

formance in generator speed and power regulation far outweighs this setback. Therefore, the IPC-RDAC controller offers optimal balance in

fatigue load reduction and generator speed regulation.

4.5 | Spectral analysis

To evaluate the performance of controllers in alleviating structural loads at frequencies of interest, power spectral density (PSD) analysis of the

blade F-W and tower F-A bending moments is performed. In Figure 11, the results of the PSD evaluation are shown. As illustrated, the IPC-RDAC

TABLE 7 Damage equivalent loads analysis (Key: best, worst).

DEL channel (kNm) Controller 18 m/s 16 m/s 14 m/s Avg. %

Blade F-W ROSCO 3000 2440 1440 2293.3 -

CPC-RDAC 3510 2640 1520 2556.7 11.5

IPC-RDAC 2800 2040 1240 2026.7 �11.6

Blade E-W ROSCO 3050 3060 3060 3056.7 -

CPC-RDAC 3120 3070 3060 3083.3 0.9

IPC-RDAC 3000 3000 3000 3000 �1.9

Tower F-A ROSCO 5590 3970 1970 3843.3 -

CPC-RDAC 5640 3610 1710 3653.3 �4.9

IPC-RDAC 5690 3370 1670 3576.7 �6.9

Tower S-S ROSCO 2050 1150 506 1235.3 -

CPC-RDAC 2120 1150 512 1260.7 2.1

IPC-RDAC 2110 1230 547 1295.7 4.9

Abbreviations: CPC-RDAC, CPC-based robust disturbance accommodating controller; DEL, damage equivalent load; IPC-RDAC, independent pitch-based

robust disturbance accommodating controller; MSE, mean square error; ROSCO, reference open-source controller.
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F IGURE 11 Power spectral density analysis of blade F-W and tower F-A bending moments.
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controller gives the lowest response peak magnitudes of blade F-W loading at 2P and 4P frequencies as compared with ROSCO and CPC-RDAC

controllers. This means that the proposed controller alleviates the asymmetrical blade F-W bending moments, ζtilt and ζyaw . This is because

dynamic coupling of blade F-W bending modes, ζavg , ζtilt, and ζyaw is considered in controller design by proper selection of weighting functions as

discussed in Section 3.4.2. Furthermore, the IPC-RDAC controller achieves better 3P blade load reduction (related to ζavg) compared with ROSCO.

Although 1P is far from the critical natural frequencies of the blades (around 4 rad/s) and the tower (2.07 rad/s) shown in Table 3, its higher-order

harmonics contribute to excitation of these frequencies. Therefore, only reduction of 2P, 3P, and 4P frequencies are considered in the design of

the proposed controller. Further suppression of 1P blade excitation can additionally be considered by designing W13 and W14 with high magni-

tudes near 0P frequency. The CPC-RDAC controller has superior performance in suppressing blade vibration at 3P, which is accounted for in its

design as it indirectly reduces 3P blade excitation experienced at tower. This is illustrated in the tower F-A PSD analysis, in which CPC-RDAC

damps tower F-A loading at the first tower bending moment TFA1 frequency. Although the proposed controller does not show reduced damping

at this frequency, it achieves lower magnitude response in tower loading at higher frequencies compared with CPC-RDAC. In particular, it shows

less tower loading at the first drive-train torsional frequency DT1, indicating that the use of IPC-RDAC leads to lower excitation of the coupled

drive-train dynamics.

5 | SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND OUTLOOK

In this contribution, a robust disturbance accommodating controller based on IPC control for structural load mitigation and generator speed regu-

lation of the 5 MW NREL RWT is outlined. The novel IPC-RDAC controller is designed using μ-synthesis based on the DK-iteration process by

minimizing the structured singular value μ of the generalized WT system made up of a linear model, weighting functions, and blade pitch actuator

dynamics. The controller also includes an uncertainty description, which is designed from a family of linear models obtained at different operating

points. Periodic 2P,3P, and 4P frequencies as well as the first tower fore-aft frequency reflected in the rotor blades are reduced by designing the

respective weighting functions. The proposed controller is shown by suitable simulations to be robust against model uncertainties and system

nonlinearities resulting from wind speed variability. Compared with baseline ROSCO and CPC-RDAC controllers, dynamic simulation results show

that the proposed controller reduces fatigue loading in the blades and tower without compromising on the generator speed regulation perfor-

mance. It also exhibits reduced loading in other WT load channels. Fatigue load evaluation indicates a reduction of DELs in most load channels.

The limitation of this work is that only unstructured uncertainties have been considered in the uncertainty description. Additionally, the blade

pitch actuator activity is aggressive especially in wind fields having high speeds and TIs. However, these wind conditions have a low occurrence

probability in a real-world operation of WTs and have been used to show the effectiveness of the proposed controller in the event that such con-

ditions arise. This work can be extended designing the relevant weighting functions to further reduce 1P frequencies in the blades. A lumped

uncertainty description, which incorporates additionally plant parametric uncertainties experienced especially in below-rated WT operation, can

be included to potentially improve RP. A prognostics-based IPC-RDAC lifetime controller can also be developed with the view of controlling long-

term fatigue damage accumulation in WT structural components.
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